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We predict that singly occupied carrier traps, produced by electrical stress or irradiation within

organic semiconductors, can cause spin blockades and the large room-temperature magnetoresist-

ance known as organic magnetoresistance. The blockade occurs because many singly occupied

traps can only become as doubly occupied in a spin-singlet configuration. Magnetic-field effects on

spin mixing during transport dramatically modify the effects of this blockade and produce magne-

toresistance. We calculate the quantitative effects of these traps on organic magnetoresistance from

percolation theory and find a dramatic nonlinear dependence of the saturated magnetoresistance

on trap density, leading to values �20%, within the theory’s range of validity. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4891476]

I. INTRODUCTION

The large (up to �20%) room-temperature magnetore-

sistance (MR) in many organic materials (organic magneto-

resistance, or OMAR)1–6 appears to be a surprising effect of

the Pauli exclusion principle on pairs of slowly hopping car-

riers. Quantitative theories of OMAR either involve carriers

of the same charge (bipolaron mechanism)7 or opposite

charges (exciton mechanism)4,5 occupying the same site, and

thus depend nonlinearly on the number of carriers. The de-

pendence of the effect on voltage bias is weaker than would

be expected if the effect was driven entirely by carrier-

carrier interaction, suggesting that mechanisms that depend

linearly on the number of carriers play a role. Furthermore,

the effect itself depends sensitively on the age and history of

the device,8,9 which makes applications, e.g., magnetic sens-

ing, very challenging. For example, large currents driven

over extended time periods were shown to increase the mag-

netoresistance from 1% to over 15% in poly(para-phenylene

vinylene) (PPV),8 possibly due to charge carrier trap genera-

tion caused by extended electrical stress or irradiation.8,10–14

Optical depletion of trap states in super yellow-PPV

decreases OMAR,10 and X-ray irradiation that produces deep

traps with an energy depth Et � 0:5 eV in tris(8-hydroxyqui-

nolinato)aluminum (Alq3) strongly enhances OMAR.

Deactivation of intrinsic traps and introduction of extrinsic

traps were also shown to be possible through molecular dop-

ing of super yellow-PPV. The net effect was a decrease in

the overall magnetic response, which suggests that the type

of trap (structural or impurity) present is an indicator of the

OMAR performance.15,16 Traps that exhibit strong spin-orbit

effects can enhance organic light-emitting diode (OLED)

emission and also provide a means for reading out singlet

and triplet ratios which could lead to a greater understanding

of magnetic field effects in organic semiconductors.17

Here, we consider traps in a recent theory20–23 of

OMAR based on percolation theory24 and surmise that occu-

pied traps are commonly the cause of OMAR instead of the

much more dilute bipolarons or excitons. Figure 1 provides a

qualitative sketch of this trap-induced OMAR theory: an

injected spin-1
2

charge carrier or polaron at L encounters a

trapped spin at C. In disordered organic semiconductors,

charge transport occurs via tunneling between different

localizing sites. The large exchange energy present for two

charges at a single site prohibits the left spin from moving to

the center spin’s site in a triplet configuration. Instead it

must hop to a further, unoccupied site, R, as depicted in

Figure 1(a) unless a spin transition occurs. Spin transitions

cause triplet spin configurations to evolve into singlet configu-

rations, which permits the left spin to hop to the center site, as

shown in Figure 1(b). The Coulomb interaction raises the dou-

bly occupied site at C by an energy U. When one of the spins

hops off the trapping center at a later time, the other spin solely

occupies the trap and returns to the lower energy state.

Several spin-evolution mechanisms permit spin-triplet

states to evolve to spin-singlet states, including the different

hyperfine fields at the two sites and spin-orbit interactions.

These mechanisms are influenced by an applied magnetic

field, which thus affect the charge transport and produce

magnetoresistance. We assume that (1) traps are uniformly,

yet randomly, distributed in the organic layer, (2) current has

been driven through the sample for a long enough time that

traps are all singly occupied, and (3) there is no net spin

polarization in either the trapped spins or the hopping spins.

We find that trapped polarons create spin blockades in the

same manner that it has been believed that free polarons

create spin blockades. Traps are a more realistic candidate,

however, since free polaron densities are typically very low.

Larger trap densities dramatically, and nonlinearly, increase

the saturated MR and lead to values in the range of experi-

mental measurements of OMAR. We note that that nonli-

nearity yields a three times larger MR at the edge of the

regime where the theory is valid.a)Electronic mail: nicholas-harmon@uiowa.edu
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II. THEORY

From the perspective of a semi-mobile hopping polaron,

the total concentration of sites and traps is

N ¼ N0 þ NS þ NT þ Nt
0 þ Nt

S þ Nt
T ; (1)

where N0 is an unoccupied non-trap site, NSðTÞ is a site occu-

pied by another polaron forming a singlet (triplet) state, Nt
0 is

an unoccupied trap, and Nt
SðTÞ is a trap occupied by another

polaron forming a singlet (triplet) state. However, not all

these sites are possible locations for the polarons to hop to

due to the large exchange energy present for triplet spin pairs

and the existence of energetically unfavorable sites. Instead,

we define an effective concentration of sites, N0ef f , that a spin

can hop to

N0ef f ¼ f ðN0 þ NSÞ þ gðNt
0 þ Nt

SÞ; (2)

where f ; g � 1 are factors accounting for the reduction of

energetically inaccessible sites; f and g are not necessarily

equal since they depend upon the amount of energy disorder

(a Gaussian distribution is assumed in Fig. 1) for normal sites

(r) and trapping sites (rt) as well as the on-site repulsion

energy, U, and temperature, T.25 Allowing for spin

transitions between singlet and triplet states results in an

additional alteration to the effective density of sites20–22

Nef f ¼ f ðN0 þ NS þ NT � NTð1� apT!SÞÞ
þ gðNt

0 þ Nt
S þ Nt

T � Nt
Tð1� apT!SÞÞ: (3)

The quantity pT!S, which is the probability for a triplet state

to convert to a singlet state, is field, x0, dependent and ulti-

mately gives rise to the MR effect. It is defined as22

pT!S x0ð Þ ¼
1

3
1�

X
m

jPmm
S j

2 1=s2
h

xm0 � xmð Þ2 þ 1=s2
h

 !
; (4)

where Pmm
S ¼ hmjPSjmi (PS is the singlet projection opera-

tor), 1=sh is the hopping rate, and states m (xm) are the

eigenstates (energies) of the total Hamiltonian

Hhf þHZ ¼ ðxhf1 þ x0ẑÞ � S1 þ ðxhf2 þ x0ẑÞ � S2; (5)

where xhfi ¼ glBBhfi=�h represent the random hyperfine

fields present at the two sites. a is a factor that accounts for

the fact that an encounter with a triplet site temporarily halts

the hopping polaron. For instance, even if pT!S ¼ 1, there

would still be some reduction in the number of accessible

sites since a � 1. In terms of the actual site density, we write

the effective density as

Nef f ¼N � ð1� f ÞðN0 þ NS þ NTÞ � fNTð1� apT!SÞ
�ð1� gÞðNt

0 þ Nt
S þ Nt

TÞ � gNt
Tð1� apT!SÞ: (6)

By making several assumptions, we can reduce the num-

ber of terms in the effective site density. Here, unlike in pre-

vious treatments,7,20 we consider the density of occupied

traps to be much larger than the free polaron density so the

possibility of two mobile polarons forming a bipolaron is

ignored. This assumption is justified by the large

enhancement of OMAR seen after electrically condition-

ing the organic material (compared to OMAR in the

pristine material).8 In the steady state, after current has

run through the organic sample for a sufficiently long

time, most traps are singly occupied and Nt
0 ¼ 0. This

leads to the important conclusion that even if the density

of mobile carriers is small, there can still be a signifi-

cant number of spin blockades due to trapped, immobile

charge carriers. A final assumption is that the tempera-

ture is high enough such that most sites are accessible:

f ; g � 1. This approximation has been observed to be

met at room temperature in some organic semiconduc-

tors.26,27 These assumptions allow us to write

Nef f � N � Nt
Tð1� apT!SÞ: (7)

The typical carrier concentration in devices that exhibit

OMAR is 1020 � 1023 m�3, whereas site concentrations are

on the order of N � 1027 m�3.28 Estimates of the trap con-

centration are 1023�1024 m�3 which justifies our neglect of

the carrier concentrations in Eq. (7).15,29

The hallmark of a percolation theory of transport in spa-

tially disordered media is the existence of a critical site sepa-

ration length, rc, paired with a critical resistor Rc ¼ R0e2rc=‘

FIG. 1. Spin blocking in the presence of a trapping site. Consider the (green)

spin initially positioned at site L to be mobile. The (blue) spin located at C is

at a trapping site with energy �Et. Energy of either a vacant/singly occupied

or doubly occupied site is shown as a thick line. (a) The spin pair does not

undergo a spin transition; double occupation at C is forbidden so the spin at

L hops to a further site R. (b) The spin pair experiences a transition such that

the initial triplet configuration becomes a singlet.1 The spin at L can now

hop to C at time t1 though a Coulomb energy cost of U is incurred.2 At a

later time t2, either spin can then hop to site R (in this particular case, the

down spin makes the hop). The remaining spin falls to the lower energy state

�Et. Although U is not necessarily resonant with the energy of the trap,

there is also energy disorder, with magnitude r � 0:1� 0:2 eV, present

which is similar in size to U (Refs. 7, 18, and 19) and Et which will produce

the scenario depicted. Deep traps are highly localizing centers, so the doubly

occupied triplet state has an exchange energy assumed to be large enough to

neglect the triplet state as a possible intermediate configuration.

043707-2 N. J. Harmon and M. E. Flatt�e J. Appl. Phys. 116, 043707 (2014)
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with ‘ being the localization length. In the situation at hand,

this threshold length is constrained by the bonding criterionðrc

0

4pNef f r
2dr ¼ Bc; (8)

where Bc tells how many bonds each site must connect to

on an average to be included in the percolating network;

Bc � 2:7 in three dimensions.24 This simple expression for

resistance has been observed in organic semiconductors in

the regime of large inter-site separations and high tempera-

tures where the influence of energy disorder is mini-

mized.26,27 Typical site separations are 0.5–1.5 nm and

localization lengths are ‘ � 0.1–0.2 nm.

The resistance must be found by first finding rc by sub-

stituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8)

x

ðyc

0

pT!S x0ð Þy2dy� Bc

4p‘3
þ y3

c

3
N � x

a

� �
¼ 0; (9)

with x ¼ aNt
T and y ¼ r=‘. Since the effective density of

sites is field-dependent, the resulting critical length yc is also

field-dependent, which is the basis for the MR. For a general

hopping rate, 1=sh ¼ v0e�2y, Eq. (9) can only be solved

numerically for yc; the MR is defined as

MR ¼ e2yc x0ð Þ

e2yc 0ð Þ � 1: (10)

In the limit of slow hopping, which is likely the operative re-

gime in which OMAR is observed,30 pT!S becomes inde-

pendent of the spatial variable

pT!S x0ð Þ ¼
1

3
1�

X
m

jPmm
S j

2
� �

; (11)

so yc can be solved for as

yc x0ð Þ ¼
3Bc

4p‘3 N � x=aþ pT!S x0ð Þx
� �

 !1=3
* +

; (12)

where angular brackets denote averaging over Gaussian dis-

tribution of hyperfine fields (with width Dhf ).

Generalizing to arbitrary hopping rate is straightfor-

ward though the calculations are much more time con-

suming and have been considered elsewhere for

bipolarons.21,22

Here, we use Eq. (12) to calculate the MR instead of

making an approximation22 based on a dilute density of

traps. As a result, the MR can be determined as a function of

trap density for larger trap densities. The more exact

numerical calculation here also provides a measure of the ac-

curacy of the approximations leading to the results of Refs.

21 and 22

MR � 2
1

y2
c1

x

N

ðyc1

0

y2hpT!S 0ð Þ � pT!S x0ð Þidy; (13)

where a renormalized critical length is defined as yc1
¼ yc0

ð1� x=aNÞ�1=3
and yc0

¼ ð3Bc=4p‘3NÞ1=3
is the critical

length in the spinless problem. A further approximation is to

substitute yc0
for yc1

. The saturated MR can be shown to be

approximately

MRsat �
x

27N
yci

for either i ¼ 0; 1: (14)

III. DISCUSSION

These two different approximations in Eq. (14), along

with numerical calculation using Eq. (12) with Eq. (10), are

displayed in Figure 2. The crudest approximation is to use

i¼ 0 (red dashed line); the MR trap dependence comes

solely from the linear factor seen in Eq. (14). Physically, the

MR is increasing linearly with trap density because of the

increase in blocking sites. The approximation using i¼ 1

behaves differently (blue dotted line); the nonlinear aspect

appears since traps also affect MR by effectively decreasing

the site density and increasing yc (cf. Eq. (12)). Decreasing

the site density penalizes dissociative hops severely, which

causes a spin blocked site to become a more efficient block-

ade. This effect also increases the importance of the hyper-

fine fields in lifting such blockades. We find that the more

exact numerical calculation (black line) behaves similarly

though the MR is larger. The value of the saturated MR

grows rapidly upon approaching a critical value, both in the

i¼ 1 approximation and the numerical calculations; the

divergence occurs because the renormalized critical length

diverges for x ¼ aN (e.g., hopping distance becomes larger

since more and more sites are occupied traps). Despite the

increase in trap density, the conductivity of the high-

conductivity, low-magnetic-field regime remains large.

Unlike the case for other theories,15,31,32 the nonlinearity in

MR with respect to trap density flows naturally from the the-

oretical approach described here.

It should be remarked that the theory presented herein

assumes that blockades are well separated from one another

so that more complex situations such as three-spin interac-

tions can be neglected. So long as the average trap separa-

tion, rsep, is larger than the typical hopping length, rav, then

the trap density is sufficiently low for this approximation to

be valid. A rough estimate can be made; the condition

FIG. 2. Saturated MR percentage versus trap density, x ¼ agNt
T . Black

(solid) line is the calculation using Eq. (12) with Eq. (10). Blue (dotted) line

is from Eq. (14) using i¼ 1. Red (dashed) line is from Eq. (14) using i¼ 0.

Inset shows a smaller horizontal range. N¼ 1 nm�3, ‘ ¼ 0:2 nm, a ¼ 1=2,

and g¼ 1.

043707-3 N. J. Harmon and M. E. Flatt�e J. Appl. Phys. 116, 043707 (2014)
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4p
3

xr3
sep � 1 yields rsep ¼ 3

4px

� �1=3
and 4p

3
Nef f r

3
av � 1 yields rav

� 3
4pN

� �1=3 � ð1� x
aNÞ
�1=3

. The stipulation that rsep< rav is

met when x � 0:3 nm�3 � 3� 1026 m�3. In such a case, x is

large enough to stray from the low trap density linear regime

in Fig. 2, yielding an MR three times larger than a linear

expectation at x¼ 0.3 nm�3. Figure 3 shows three examples

of the MR line shapes with different trap densities. The line

shapes are well-fit by Lorentzians and are within the range of

experimentally determined OMAR. In both Figures 2 and 3,

we have assumed a realistic site density for OMAR materials

of N¼ 1 nm�3.28

The theory we have introduced applies to unipolar trans-

port in organic semiconductors. OMAR also occurs in bipolar

systems where the constituent pieces are not like-charge pairs

but could be electron-hole pairs or excitons. Traps are also

important in those systems.15 Magnetic field effects similar to

OMAR also occur in the photoluminescence and photo-

induced absorption but are beyond the scope of our theory.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have shown that neither bipolarons nor

excitons are necessary for significant room temperature MR

in organic semiconductors; the interaction between a polaron

spin and a trapped spin is sufficient to produce efficient trans-

port bottlenecks. The identification of traps as the key sources

of OMAR is supported by recent experiments demonstrating

increased MR with electrical stress or x-ray irradiation.
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